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The IceCube neutrino telescope at the South Pole has measured the atmospheric muon neutrino
spectrum as a function of zenith angle and energy in the approximate 320 GeV to 20 TeV range,
to search for the oscillation signatures of light sterile neutrinos. No evidence for anomalous νµ or
νµ disappearance is observed in either of two independently developed analyses, each using one
year of atmospheric neutrino data. New exclusion limits are placed on the parameter space of the
3+1 model, in which muon antineutrinos would experience a strong Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein-
resonant oscillation. The exclusion limits extend to sin22θ24 ≤ 0.02 at ∆m2 ∼ 0.3 eV2 at the 90%
confidence level. The allowed region from global analysis of appearance experiments, including
LSND and MiniBooNE, is excluded at approximately the 99% confidence level for the global best
fit value of |Ue4|2.
INTRODUCTION
Sterile neutrinos with masses in the range ∆m2 =
0.1 eV2 − 10 eV2 have been posited to explain anoma-
lies in accelerator [1–3], reactor [4], and radioactive
source [5] oscillation experiments. Several null results
[6–10] restrict the available parameter space of the min-
imal 3+1 model, which assumes mixing of the three ac-
tive neutrinos with a single sterile neutrino, resulting in
three light and one heavier mass state. Global fits to
3world data [11–13] demonstrate that there remain regions
of allowed parameter space around the best fit point of
∆m2 = 1 eV2 and sin2 2θ24 = 0.1. A consequence of
these models is the existence of νµ (ν¯µ) disappearance
signatures, which are yet to be observed.
Atmospheric neutrinos produced in cosmic ray air
showers throughout the Earth’s atmosphere are detected
by IceCube [14]. To mitigate the large atmospheric muon
background, only up-going neutrinos are selected. For
these trajectories, the Earth acts as a filter to remove
the charged particle background. At high neutrino en-
ergies, the Earth also modifies the neutrino flux due to
charged current and neutral current interactions [15]. At
Eν > 100 GeV, oscillations due to the known neutrino
mass splittings have wavelengths larger than the diame-
ter of the Earth and can be neglected.
A previous measurement of the atmospheric flux in
the sub-TeV range, performed by the Super-Kamiokande
experiment, found no evidence for anomalous neutrino
disappearance [7]. This paper reports the first searches
for (νµ + νµ) disappearance in the approximate 320 GeV
to 20 TeV range, using two independent analyses each
based on one-year data samples from the IceCube de-
tector [16, 17]. In this energy regime, sterile neutrinos
would produce distinctive energy-dependent distortions
of the measured zenith angle distributions [18], caused
by resonant matter-enhanced oscillations during neutrino
propagation through the Earth.
This MSW resonant effect depletes antineutrinos in
3+1 models (or neutrinos in 1+3) [18, 19]. Additional
oscillation effects produced by sterile neutrinos include
vacuum-like oscillations at low energies for both neutri-
nos and antineutrinos, and a modification of the Earth
opacity at high energies, as sterile neutrinos are unaf-
fected by matter. These effects would lead to detectable
distortions of the flux in energy and angle, henceforth
called “shape effects,” in IceCube for mass splittings in
the range 0.01 eV2 ≤ ∆m2 ≤ 10 eV2 [20–27].
ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINOS IN ICECUBE
Having crossed the Earth, a small fraction of up-going
atmospheric neutrinos undergo charged current interac-
tions in either bedrock or ice, creating muons that tra-
verse the instrumented ice of IceCube. These produce
secondary particles that add Cherenkov light, which can
be detected by the Digital Optical Modules (DOMs) [28–
30] of the IceCube array. The full detector contains 5160
DOMs on 86 strings arranged with string-to-string spac-
ing of approximately 125 m and typical vertical DOM
separation of 17 m.
The analysis detailed in this paper, referred to as
IC86, uses data from the full 86-string detector config-
uration taken during 2011-2012, with up-going neutrinos
selected according to the procedure developed in [16, 31].
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FIG. 1. Top and center: change in the spectrum due to prop-
agation effects for muon neutrinos and antineutrinos at the
3+1 global best fit point. Bottom: The predicted event rate
reduction (in percent) vs. reconstructed muon energy and
zenith angle for this model.
4The sample contains 20,145 well-reconstructed muons de-
tected over a live time of 343.7 days. A total of 99.9%
of the detected events in the data sample are expected
to be neutrino-induced muon events from the decays of
atmospheric pions and kaons. The flux contribution from
charmed meson decays was found to be negligible [16, 32],
as was the contamination of up-going astrophysical neu-
trinos with the spectrum and rate measured by IceCube
[16]. A complementary analysis, referred to as IC59 and
discussed later, was performed using a sample of 21,857
events observed in 348.1 days of data taken with an ear-
lier 59-string configuration of the detector from 2009-
2010 [17].
Since muon production is very forward at these en-
ergies, the muon preserves the original neutrino di-
rection with a median opening angle following 0.7
degrees×(Eν/TeV)−0.7 [33]. The muon zenith angle
can be reconstructed geometrically with a resolution of
σcos(θz) varying between 0.005 and 0.015 depending on
the angle. Because of energy sharing in production
and radiative losses outside the detector, the detected
muon energy is smeared downward from the original neu-
trino value. Muon energy is reconstructed based on the
stochastic light emission profile along the track [16, 34]
with a resolution of σlog10(Eµ/GeV ) ∼ 0.5.
To search for shape effects [22, 23, 25, 26], including the
MSW and parametric resonances, the analyses compare
the predicted observable muon spectrum for a given inci-
dent neutrino flux and oscillation hypothesis with data.
Flavor evolution in the active and sterile neutrino sys-
tem can be calculated by numerical solution of a master
equation [15, 35]. For IC86, this calculation is performed
using the ν-SQuIDs software package [36, 37], while the
IC59 analysis approximates the oscillation probability by
solving a Schro¨dinger-like equation using the NuCraft
package [38]. This approximation is accurate to better
than 10% below ∆m2 ≈ 5 eV2, where Earth-absorption
effects can be neglected. Fig. 1 (top and center) shows
the νµ and ν¯µ oscillation probability vs. true energy
and zenith angle, calculated at the best-fit point from
[13]. Since IceCube has no sign-selection capability, the
reconstructed samples contain both µ+ and µ− events.
For illustration, Fig. 1 (bottom) shows the predicted
depletion of events for the global 3+1 best fit point in
the distribution of reconstructed variables from the IC86
analysis; in this case the large depletion is dominated by
the parametric resonance.
DATA ANALYSIS AND SYSTEMATIC
UNCERTAINTIES
To search for sterile neutrino oscillations we calcu-
late the negative of a binned Poissonian log-likelihood
(LLH) for the data given each sterile neutrino hypoth-
esis on a fine grid in the the
[
log(∆m2), log(sin22θ24)
]
hypothesis space. In the IC86 analysis, the data are his-
togrammed on a grid with 10 bins in energy ranging from
400 GeV to 20 TeV, and 21 linearly spaced bins start-
ing at cos(θ) = 0.24 with a spacing of 0.06. The bins
were chosen a priori guided by experimental resolution,
scale of the disappearance signatures and accumulated
MC simulation statistics. The LLH values are compared
to the minimum in the space to produce unified confi-
dence intervals [39]. Systematic uncertainties are treated
by introducing both continuous and discrete nuisance pa-
rameters, which are fitted at each hypothesis point. The
list of systematic uncertainties considered is given in Ta-
ble I and discussed below. More information can be found
in [40] and [41].
Atmospheric flux
ν flux template discrete (7)
ν / ν ratio continuous 0.025
pi / K ratio continuous 0.1
Normalization continuous none1
Cosmic ray spectral index continuous 0.05
Atmospheric temperature continuous model tuned
Detector and ice model
DOM efficiency continuous
Ice properties discrete (4)
Hole ice effect on angular response discrete (2)
Neutrino propagation and interaction
DIS cross section discrete (6)
Earth density discrete (9)
TABLE I. List of systematic uncertainties considered in the
analysis. The numbers in parentheses show the number of
discrete variants used. Full descriptions are given in the text.
The third column indicates the gaussian width of a prior if
introduced for the parameter in the analysis (see [40] for de-
tails). 1A prior of 40% was applied to the Normalization
parameter in the rate+shape analysis described below.
Atmospheric neutrino flux uncertainties
The atmospheric flux in the energies relevant to this
analysis is dominated by the neutrinos that originate
from pion and kaon decays in cosmic ray showers. This
prompts us to parametrize the atmospheric flux as
φatm(cos θ) = N0F(δ)
(
φpi +Rpi/KφK
)(
Eν
E0
)−∆γ
(1)
(and similarly for antineutrinos, with a relative flux nor-
malization uncertainty). The free nuisance parameters
are the overall flux normalization N0, the correction to
the ratio of kaon- to pion-induced fluxes RK/pi and the
spectral index correction ∆γ. The φpi and φK are the
spectrum of atmospheric neutrinos originating from pi
and K decays, respectively. Furthermore, ∆γ allows us
to take into account uncertainties in the spectral index of
5the flux. The term E0 is a pivot point near the median of
the energy distribution which renders the ∆γ correction
approximately normalization-conserving.
Here, seven φk and φpi variants are used to encapsulate
additional hadronic model uncertainty and the primary
cosmic ray model uncertainties. Atmospheric density un-
certainties are a subleading effect. We thus parametrize
it as a linear function, F(δ), which is obtained by fitting
fluxes calculated with different atmospheric profiles gen-
erated within constraints imposed by temperature data
from the AIRS satellite [42].
The central flux prediction for the analysis is the
HKKM model with H3a knee correction [43–45]. Addi-
tional flux variants are calculated using the analytic air
shower evolution code of [46–48]. The cosmic spectrum
variants considered are the Gaisser-Hillas [45], Zatsepin-
Sokolskaya [49], and Poly-gonato models [50]. The
hadronic models considered are QGSJET-II-4 [51] and
SIBYILL2.3 [52]. For each combination of hadronic and
primary model, fluxes calculated in various atmospheric
density profiles are used to derive the F(δ) parameteri-
zation.
Neutrino propagation and interaction uncertainties
Two sets of neutrino propagation uncertainties are
treated in the search. Neutrino oscillation and absorption
effects both depend on the Earth density profile along
the neutrino trajectory, which is parameterized by the
PREM model [53]. Uncertainties in the Earth compo-
sition and density are accounted for by creating pertur-
bations of the PREM and re-propagating the neutrino
flux. The PREM variants are constructed under the con-
straints that the Earth mass and moment of inertia are
preserved, that the density gradient is always negative in
the core and mantle regions, and that the local perturba-
tion is never more than 10%. The effects of Earth model
uncertainty on the final propagated neutrino spectrum
are incorporated by minimizing over 9 discrete perturbed
models.
A further propagation uncertainty is the neutrino
charged-current cross-section that, at these energies, is
dominated by deep inelastic scattering (DIS). The un-
certainty in the cross-sections arises from parton distri-
bution function (PDF) uncertainties. A parametrization
of the cross-section uncertainty uses calculations [54] (see
also [55]) based on three different PDF sets: HERAPDF
[56], CT10 [57] and NNPDF [58]. In each case, sim-
ulated neutrino interactions are re-weighted using true
neutrino energy and inelasticity given calculated doubly-
differential cross sections, and the analysis fit is run using
the weighted sample.
Detector and ice uncertainties
The absolute optical module photon collection effi-
ciency, , has been measured in the laboratory [30]. How-
ever, shadowing by the DOM cable and unknown local
optical conditions after deployment introduce an uncer-
tainty in the optical efficiency in situ, leading to uncer-
tainty in the detected energy and angular event distri-
bution. Here  is treated as a continuous nuisance pa-
rameter and re-weighting techniques are used to correct
Monte Carlo distributions to arbitrary values. We follow
the method developed in [16, 31], implementing a penal-
ized spline [59] fitted to Monte Carlo datasets generated
at various DOM efficiency values. Variability of the opti-
cal efficiency induces changes in the detector energy scale.
In practice, the best fit value is tightly constrained by the
position of the energy peak in the final sample.
The IceCube ice model applied in this analysis has
nearly a thousand free parameters that are minimized
in an iterative fit procedure using light-emitting-diode
(LED) flasher data [60]. The model implements verti-
cally varying absorption and scattering coefficients across
tilted isochronal ice layers. The fit procedure yields a
systematic and statistical uncertainty on the optical scat-
tering and absorption coefficients in the ice, as well as a
larger uncertainty on the amount of light deposited by
the LED flashers. This larger uncertainty was later re-
duced by introducing azimuthal anisotropy in the scatter-
ing length into the ice model, which may result from dust
grain shear due to glacial flow [61]. We use the model de-
scribed in [60] as the central ice model, and then use the
model with anisotropy [61] as an alternative to assess the
impact of this effect. We also incorporate models with
10% variations in the optical absorption and scattering
coefficients to account for the uncertainty on those pa-
rameters. A full Monte Carlo sample is created for each
model variation.
The ice column immediately surrounding the DOMs
has different optical properties than the bulk ice due to
dissolved gases that are trapped during the refreezing
process following DOM deployment. This introduces ad-
ditional scattering near the DOM and has a nontrivial
effect on its angular response [60]. To quantify this effect
on the final event distribution, a comparison is made be-
tween the extreme case of the DOM assumed to have its
laboratory-derived angular response vs. the nominal hole
ice model as discrete ice model variants.
RESULTS
The analysis detailed here was developed with 90%
of the data sample held blind, and unblinding was a
multi-step process. The agreement of Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations based on the no-steriles hypothesis (corre-
sponding to more than 360 years of simulated data) with
6FIG. 2. Reconstructed energy distribution in data and Monte
Carlo for the no-steriles hypothesis in the analysis.
data was evaluated using one-dimensional energy and
zenith angle distributions, which would wash out the
resonance signature of sterile neutrinos (Fig. 2). Good
data-MC consistency was observed and no nuisance pa-
rameter was found to have a significant pull outside of its
prior. Other comparisons, insensitive to the sterile neu-
trino signature, were made by examining subsets of the
data split by reconstructed azimuthal track angle, and by
event center-of-gravity. No significant data-Monte Carlo
disagreements were observed. The full event distribution
in the two-dimensional analysis space, and the pulls-per-
bin from the null hypothesis (Fig. 3) were then examined.
Event-by-event reconstructed data and Monte Carlo can
be found in [62].
The LLH value for the data given each sterile neutrino
hypothesis was calculated. No evidence for sterile neutri-
nos was observed. The best fit of the blind, shape-only
analysis is at ∆m2 = 10 eV2 and sin22θ24=0.56 with a
log likelihood difference from the no-steriles hypothesis of
∆LLH=1.91, corresponding to a p-value of 15%. Since
the fit does not constrain flux normalization, LLH min-
ima at ∆m2 & 5 eV2 are highly degenerate with the no-
sterile hypothesis. This is because the oscillation effect
becomes a fast vacuum-like oscillation smeared out by
the energy resolution of the detector, and thus changes
the normalization but has no effect on shape.
Post-unblinding tests highlighted two undesirable fea-
tures of the shape-only analysis, both deriving from the
degeneracy between high-∆m2, fast oscillation hypothe-
ses and changes in the flux normalization. First, because
the high-∆m2 space is not penalized by any prior, a log
likelihood minimum in this region may not be uniquely
defined under extensions of the search space. In some
FIG. 3. The statistical-only pulls (shape+rate analysis) per
reconstructed energy and zenith angle bin at the best nuisance
parameter fit point for the no-sterile hypothesis. The shown
empty bins are those that were evaluated in the analysis but
had no data events remaining following cuts.
cases, slightly stronger exclusion limits can be found by
increasing the search space to higher mass. Second, the
degeneracy between normalization and mixing can lead
to unphysical values for the normalization that compen-
sate for the sterile neutrino oscillation effect. To avoid
these ambiguities, an extension of the analysis (denoted
rate+shape) was developed to constrain the neutrino flux
normalization using a prior with 40% uncertainty in the
likelihood function, based on [44, 63]. This results in
a weakened exclusion relative to the blind analysis pro-
posal. However, since it is more robust, we consider it
our primary result. For the rate+shape analysis, the
best fit is at ∆m2 = 10 eV2 and sin22θ24=0.50, with
a log likelihood difference from the no-steriles hypothe-
sis of ∆LLH=0.75, corresponding to a p-value of 47%.
This minimum is unique under extension of the analy-
sis space to higher masses, since the large ∆m2 region
is no longer degenerate with the no-sterile hypothesis.
This was checked over an extended parameter space up
to ∆m2=100 eV2. The confidence interval for the shape-
only and the rate+shape analyses are shown in Fig. 4.
A number of checks of the rate+shape analysis result
were made (see [40]). The exclusion is found to be ro-
bust under tightening or loosening the nuisance param-
eter priors by a factor of two. Different strengths of the
normalization constraint were tested, and the result was
found to be relatively insensitive to values between 30%
and 50%.The pulls on each continuous nuisance param-
eter were evaluated at all points in the LLH space and
found to behave as expected. The contour was redrawn
for each discrete nuisance variant and found to have good
7stability. The Wilks confidence intervals [64] were vali-
dated using Feldman-Cousins ensembles along the con-
tour [39] and found to be accurate frequentist confidence
intervals.
An independent search was conducted using the 59-
string IceCube data [65, 66], introduced previously, that
also finds no evidence of sterile neutrinos. The IC59
analysis, described in detail in [17], used different treat-
ments for the systematic uncertainties, for the fitting
methods and employed independent Monte Carlo sam-
ples that were compared to data using unique weighting
methods. In particular, the event selection used for this
data set had higher efficiency for low-energy neutrinos,
using a threshold at 320 GeV, extending the sensitivity
of the analysis to smaller ∆m2. However, detailed a pos-
teriori inspections revealed that a background contam-
ination from cosmic ray induced muons, on the level of
0.3% of the full sample, is largest in this region and could
lead to an artificially strong exclusion limit. Further-
more, the energy reconstruction algorithm used in both
analyses, which measures the level of bremsstrahlung and
other stochastic light emission along the muon track, is
vulnerable to subtle detector modeling issues and suf-
fers degraded energy resolution in the low-energy region
where most muons are minimum-ionizing tracks and a
large fraction either start or stop within the detector. It
was therefore decided to exclude these events to avoid bi-
asing the resulting exclusion regions. As a result of this
a posteriori change, the IC59 analysis retains a compara-
ble range of sensitivity in ∆m2 but the reach in sin2θ24 is
strongly reduced (see Fig. 4). However, we still present
this result as it independently confirms the result pre-
sented here.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Resonant oscillations due to matter effects would pro-
duce distinctive signatures of sterile neutrinos in the large
set of high energy atmospheric neutrino data recorded by
the IceCube Neutrino Observatory. The IceCube collab-
oration has performed searches for sterile neutrinos with
∆m2 between 0.1 and 10 eV2. We have assumed a mini-
mal set of flavor mixing parameters in which only θ24 is
non-zero.
A nonzero value for θ34 would change the shape of the
MSW resonance while increasing the total size of the dis-
appearance signal [25]. As discussed in [27], among the
allowed values of θ34 [8], the model with θ34=0 presented
here leads to the most conservative exclusion in θ24. The
angle θ14 is tightly constrained by electron neutrino dis-
appearance measurements [12], and nonzero values of θ14
within the allowed range do not strongly affect our result.
Figure 5 shows the current IceCube results at 90% and
99% confidence levels, with predicted sensitivities, com-
pared with 90% confidence level exclusions from previ-
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FIG. 4. Results from IceCube sterile neutrino searches (re-
gions to the right of the contours are excluded). The dot-
dashed blue line shows the result of the original analysis based
on shape alone, while the solid red line shows the final result
with a normalization prior included to prevent degeneracies
between the no-steriles hypothesis and sterile neutrinos with
masses outside the range of sensitivity. The dashed black line
is the exclusion range derived from an independent analysis
of data from the 59-string IceCube configuration.
ous disappearance searches [7–10]. Our exclusion con-
tour is essentially contained within the expected +/- 95%
range around the projected sensitivity derived from sim-
ulated experiments, assuming a no-steriles hypothesis. In
any single realization of the experiment, deviations from
the mean sensitivity are expected due to statistical fluc-
tuations in the data and, to a considerably lesser ex-
tent, in the Monte Carlo data sets. Also shown is the
99% allowed region from a fit to the short baseline ap-
pearance experiments, including LSND and MiniBooNE,
from [12, 13, 25], projected with |Ue4|2 fixed to its world
best fit value according to global fit analyses [12, 13, 67].
This region is excluded at approximately the 99% con-
fidence level, further increasing tension with the short
baseline anomalies, and removing much of the remaining
parameter space of the 3+1 model. We note that the
methods developed for the IC59 and IC86 analyses are
being applied to additional data sets, including several
years of data already recorded by IceCube, from which
we anticipate improvements in IceCubes sterile neutrino
sensitivity.
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